
St. Vital Group Inventory, Sept 10/22, 2:00 pm 
 
John J (inventory chair)- “What is an issue you would like to talk about?” 
  
Topic #1 Zoom 
Jeff H - zoom should be a permanent part of the group 
Jay-Lynne- zoom is important for disabled, and particularly in winter 
Corinne P - agrees re: zoom, suggests a hybrid would help unite the group  
Karen S - zoom meeting attendance steadily decreasing 
Laura - reminded us that zoom was a 4-month trial - then goes to group conscience 

• Difficult to find hosts for zoom meetings 
Christine T - she and other St Vital members attend other groups’ zoom meetings. She suggests changing 
the time of the evening zoom meeting so as not to coincide with other meetings (such as First Step’s) 
Greg - agrees zoom is important 
Shay - lives out of town and attends our zoom meetings 
 
Topic #2 Sharing in meetings 
Rick – in-person meetings there is not enough time for everyone to share; limit sharing time or extend 
meeting times? 
Ray - chair should take control over sharing, make sure meeting ends on time with everyone getting a 
chance to share 
Kurt - suggests giving people a time limit, 2-3 minutes (possible use of egg timer?), but how would we 
know someone really in trouble if limiting shares 
Laura – feels a timer not necessary 
Scott J - the issue is that we’re having more people at the 7 pm meetings, it’s hard to let everyone share, 
it’s the responsibility of the chair to manage the sharing 
 
Topic #3 Service 
Dave B- we don’t have many candidates for the committee, how do we get people involved? How do we 
encourage more people to step up? 
Laura- suggests posting volunteer positions with sober time requirement around the clubroom 
 
Question #1  
What is the basic purpose of the group? 
 
Kelly T - to carry the message to the still sick and suffering 
Jay-Lynne- not about drug use or addictions other than alcohol 
Christine- to help the newcomer 
Joanne- talk about the program 
Greg- sponsorship 
John J (chair)- does the St Vital group practice the traditions? 
Kurt- group does a good job of practicing the traditions 



 
Question #2 
What more can the group do to carry the message?  
Ed- is confused about the rule of sobriety in the group. Should someone using drugs chair meetings? 
Dave B- a lot of newcomers coming to the meetings- they should get the message of AA. Seem to be 
more newcomers than old-timers. How to get them to connect? We need to encourage each other to 
talk to newcomers, to get engaged 
Shay- wants to hear more Big Book at meetings 
Greg- recruit more men to chair treatment meetings 
 
Question #3 
Is the group attracting alcoholics from different backgrounds? Are we seeing a good cross-section of 
our community?  
 
Ray- yes, because of treatment centers 
Rosemary- can we incorporate reconciliation into group? 
Kelly- partner with outreach groups in physical capacity 
Dave B- we have the service structure to reach the community corrections, treatment, PI/CPC etc. We 
lack interest, volunteers, still vacant positions. We need to take care of our own house and those 
communities outside the clubroom will be reached.  
Chris- we shouldn’t spread ourselves too thin. Our job is to carry the message 
Rick B- suggests getting involved in remote communities 
 
Question #4 
Laura- newcomers- attraction vs promotion 
Gerry- his first group inventory. What are we doing for people returning to AA? Don’t wait for people to 
ask for a sponsor- offer to sponsor newcomers 
 
Question #5 
Corinne P- is a newcomer to the group. Joined on Zoom. She didn’t feel welcome when first attending 
meetings online, no one reached out to her  
Rick- also a newcomer in the clubroom- had 2 people offer sponsorship immediately 
Kevin- we don’t carry the message effectively as a group, we need to tell people to do the steps 
Dave B- newcomers don’t know how to get a sponsor and won’t ask. As a group- should we change 
readings for sponsorship? Give more direction? Make one meeting a service meeting? 
Kacey- had same experience as Corinne P.  

• We should encourage sponsees to do service work 
John- GSR Assembly October 14-16 
Ed- newcomers and sponsors not connecting. How can the chair do that? Chairperson training? 
Christine- we should have structured meeting topics, more beneficial for newcomers 
Dave B- be a host/make people feel welcome, if they are new, let them know how the meeting operates 
Jo-Anne- everyone needs to take a turn in service, else we burn out our members 


